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Is the speech figure so meta that it forms the basis of the puzzle? The answer: metaphor. As written by Milan Kundera in The Uninsured Light As: Metaphor is dangerous. Metaphors should not be matched with. Paradoxically, however, they are an inevitable part of our daily lives - which is why it is all the more important to understand exactly how it works. To help, this article has a
list of 97 metaphorical examples to show you what they look like in the wild. But if you have time to change, let's learn a little more about what the metaphor is. Clicks for tweeta metaphors are literary devices that imaginatively draw comparisons between two things that are not like. It does this by stating that Article A is Article B. Through this method of equation, metaphors can
help explain concepts and ideas by colorfully connecting the unknown; abstract to concrete; that is not understood. It can also be a rhetorical device that specifically appeals to our ability as readers. To give you a starting point, here are some examples of the usual metaphor: The Bill is the starting bird. Life is a highway. His eyes are diamonds. Note that metaphors are always not
literal. How much you might want to greet your other significant with a warhammer in hand (love is a battlefield) or carry 50 petrol tanks every time you go on a date (love is a journey), that's unlikely to happen in reality. Another spoiler alert: no, Katy Perry doesn't really think you're a spark. Instead, these are all metaphorical examples in action. Simile and the metaphors of both
speech figures draw parallels between the two things. However, satan is in the details. Unlike metaphors, similes use such and to directly embody comparisons. Life is like a chocolate box, for example, is simile. But if you say, Life is a highway, you put metaphors in motion. The best way to understand how metaphors can be used is to see them in practice - faring well, we have a
load of useful metaphorical examples for you to permeate. Metaphors permeate our entire spectrum of existence - so we turn to many mediums to dig them up, from Romeo William Shakespeare and Juliet to the ancient discography of the Backstreet Boys. Feel free to go to your interests section below for metaphorical examples. The Daily Poetry Literature Expression of Famous
Film Songs ExcerptsClick To TweetLiteratureMetaphors in literature is a waterway: as important as they are everywhere. Writers use literary metaphors to evoke emotional responses or paint a clear picture. Times metaphors may explain the phenomenon. Given the number of nuances that go into it, metaphorical examples in the text can sometimes deserve as much interpretation
as the text itself. Metaphors can make more muscular prose or images clearer:1. Fatigue is a thin blanket marked with bullet holes. ―If then, Matthew De Abaitua2. But he was only two lovers, holding hands and rushing to their cars, their star-locked hands jumped through the dark. ―Rabbit, Run, John Updike3. The sun in the west is a burning gold drop that slides near and closer
to world skills. —Lord of the Flies, William Golding4. Bobby Holloway says my imagination is a three-hundred-ring circus. At the moment I was in a two-hundred and ninety-nine ring, with dancing elephants and wheel cart clowns and tigers jumping through fire rings. The time has come to step back, leaving the main tent, going buying some popcorn and Coke, happiness out,
cooling off. -Seizing the Night, Writer Dean Koontz often turns to metaphors to describe people in an unexpected way:5. But soft, what light passes through the broken yonder window? It's east, and Juliet is the sun! -Romeo &amp;; Juliet, William Shakespeare6. Who have they ever been, all these mothers and sisters and wives? What are they now? Moon, empty and faceless,
persuaded with borrowed light, each spinning faithfully around the larger sphere. 'Invisible,' said Faith under her breath. Women and girls are often ridiculous, forgotten, thoughtful. Faith itself has used it for good effect, hiding in regular vision and living multiple lives. But he was blind with exactly the same visibility of mind, and only realized it. ―The Lie Tree, Frances Hardinge7.
'I'm a shark, Cassie,'' she says slowly, drawing on those words, as if she might talk to me for the last time. Looking into my eyes with tears in him, it was as if he saw me for the last time. A shark who dreams he is a man.' ― Star Last, Rick Yancey8. Her mouth is a delightful fountain. —Storm, Kate Chopin9. Parents looked at Matilda in particular because of nothing more than
sores. Scab is something you need to put up until the time comes when you can pick it up and flash it. —Matilda, Roald Dahl10. Mr. Neck storms into class, the cow chases thirty-three red flags. -Speak, Laurie Anderson11. 'Well, you stay away from him, cause he is a rattrap if I've ever seen one.' -Instead of Rats and Men, John Steinbeck Metaphors can help describe the situation
or put events in context:12. But now, O Lord, You are our Father, We are clay, and You pottery us; And we are all your handwork. —Isaiah 64:813. He can hear Beatty's voice. Sitting down, Montag. Watch. Fine, like flower petals. Lights up the first page, lights up the second page. Each became black butterflies. Beautiful, eh? Lighting up the third page from the latter and so on,
chainsmoking, chapter by chapter, all stupid things those words mean, all false promises, all second and time-used philosophy.' —Fahrenheit 451, Ray BradburyTo entertains and tickles the brain, metaphorical examples sometimes compare two things that are very unlike:14. Delia is an exaggerated case with condescending frosting, and frankly, I was on a diet. ―Corporation:
Faerie Queen Fraud, Maggie Stiefvater15. The Sun is a small child with a reluctant urge to go to bed: It is eighty and still light. —Offence in Our Star, John Green16. If pin cheerfulness, the man would be a verifiable hedgehog. ―Once ahead of Night, Frances Hardinge17. What is this? He asked, nothing was too pleasant. Circus? No, Julius. It is the end of the circus. I saw. And
this is the clown? Foaly's head pokes through the door. Forgive me for interfering with your advanced circus metaphor, but what the hell is that? ―Artemis Fowl, Eoin Colfer18. Using a metaphor in front of a man as unaginative because Ridcully is the same as putting a red flag to the bu - just as putting something very annoying in front of someone who is angry with him. ―Lords
and Women, Terry PratchettMetaphors can help devise an abstract concept in a way that readers can easily my Mind is a star I can't fathom into a constellation. —Fault In Our Star, John Green20. If you can look into the seeds of the time, and say which cereals will grow and that won't, talk later to me. -Macbeth, William Shakespeare21. Memories are bullets. Some are whiz by
and just ruin you. Others rip you open and leave you in pieces. ―Kill Dead, Richard Kadrey22. Wish was a thorn, he told himself to be sharp. They are not good, just stick to our skin and hurt us. ―A Face Like Glass, France Hardinge23. 'Life' wrote a friend of me, 'is a public show in the violin, where you must learn instruments as you go along. ―A Room with View, E.M.
Forster24. There is an invisible disloction now, stretching in front of him along a crazy, swirling road, each of the second beasts of gold. ―Cuckoo Song, Frances Hardinge25. All the stages of the world, and all the men and women are just players. —As You Like, William Shakespeare's PoetryParticularly standout in the poetry realm is an advanced metaphor: a single metaphor
that extends throughout all or part of a piece of work. Also known as the concept, it is used by poets to develop ideas or concepts in detail about the length of poetry. (And we have several examples of metaphors for you below.) If you want to get a much-needed sense of role that metaphors play in poetry, there's no need for what Robert Frost ever said: They have night school
now, you know, for college graduates. Why? Because they do not know when they are fooled by metaphors. Education by poetry is education by metaphor. The poet uses a live metaphor in the text to explain the emotions and opinions:26. He must make him happy. He must be his favourite place in Minneapolis. You are a souvenir shop, where he goes to remember how many
people missed him when he disappeared. —Insufficient Love Poem, DeMulder27. She's all over the country, and all the princesses, me. There's nothing else. Princesses do but play us; compared to this, all honors imitate, all alchemy of wealth. —The Sun Rises, John Donne28. I watched a girl in a sundress kiss another girl on a park bench, and just as the sunlight spilled perfectly
onto both their hairs, I thought to myself: How dare you dare it is, which, sometimes, sea wants the city, despite having been told the whole life it is intended for the beach. —I Watched a Girl In Sundress, Christopher Poindexter Extended the metaphor in particular exploring and adjudging the main theme in poetry:29. All our words are but collapse that falls from the sagging of
mind. Thinking always stuck to poetry. The great singer is that she swallows our silence. How can you sing if your mouth is filled with food? How will your hands be raised in grace if it is filled with gold? They say the night penetrated her boom with a thorn when she sings her love song. —Sand and Bubble, Khalil Gibran30. But the BIRD chasing his narrow cage/ Could rarely see
through his bar rage/wing cut and his legs tied so he opened his throat for ignition. Two roads parted in a stick, and I- I took one less trip by /Dan that has made all the difference. —The road was not taken, Robert Frost32. Marriage is not a home or even a tent before, and cooler: the edge of the forest, the edges of the glacier's desert decrease where hurt and with wonder having
survived even so far as we learned to make fire -Habitation, Margaret Atwood33. These poems don't live: it's a sad diagnosis. They grew their fingers well enough, their little forehead was bullied with concentration. If they miss walking like people It's not because of a mother-in-love shortage. —Still born, Sylvia Plath34. Hope is the thing with feathers / The perches in the soul / And
illust songs without words / And never stop at all. —Hope Is Things With Feathers, Emily DickinsonDaily ExpressionsHere some food to think about (35): you may already be using a metaphor (or more) in your daily speech today without realizing it. The phrase of English pepper metaphors by helping us describe and determine exactly what we want to say. As a result, metaphors
are everywhere in our usual vocabulary: you may drown at sea (36) of them as we speak. But let's cut our list of metaphorical examples before we jump sharks (37).38. Love is a battlefield.39. You've given me something to chew.40. He just blew the steam.41. That's music to my ears.42. Love is a good wine.43. He was a thorn in my side.44. You are light in my life.45. He has a
lion's heart.46. Am I talking to a brick wall?47. He had ants in his pants.48. Beauty is a fade flower.49. He has a heartstone.50. Fear is an animal that feeds at the attention.51. Life is travel.52. He's late bloom.53. He's a duck that is damn good now. SongsMetaphors is a tool that must be in every lyricist. From Elvis to Beyonce, songwriters use it to instinctively connect listeners to
images and paint visuals for them. Most of the time, they look for new ways to describe people, love - and, of course, division. So if you think, It's very sad Alexa Alexa Titanium, right now, you're in the right place: here's a look at some metaphorical examples in songs.54. You don't imagine' but the hound/Cryin' dog is all the time —Hound Dog, Elvis Presley55. You're a falling star/
You're a getaway car / You're a line on the sand / When I go too far / You pool / On August day/ And you're the perfect thing to say - Everything, Michael Buble56. 'Cause your baby fireworks/ Come shown 'em what you're worth/ Make 'em go Oh, oh, oh! / As you shoot across the sky-y-y - Fireworks, Katy Perry57. I'm bulletproof any loss/Remote Fire, remote fire/Ricochet, you
take your goal/Fire away, fire away / You shoot me but I won't fall, I titanium -Titanium, David Guetta58. Life is a highway / I want to ride all night / If you are going my way / I want to drive all night –Life Is A Highway, Rascal Flatts59. She's Saturn with a sunroof/ With a-blowing brown hair/ She's a soft spot to land/ And a good feeling of knowing/She's a warm conversation - She's
Everything, Brad Paisley60. I'm diamond marquise/ Can even make that Tiffany jealous / You say I give it to you hard / So bad, so bad / Make you don't want to leave / I won't, I won't -Be -Good For You,' Selena Gomez61. Remember the walls I built / Well, baby, they fell down / And they didn't even put up a fight / They didn't make a sound -Hello, Beyonce62. Did I ever tell you
my hero? / You guys, everything I wish I could/Oh, and I, I could fly higher than an eagle / For you is a breeze under my wings/ 'Cause you are the wind under my wings -Wind Under My Wings, Bette Midler63. You are my fire/One desire/Believe when I say I want it that way – I Want It That Way, Backstreet Boys64. Your body is a miracle/your body is a miracle (I'll use my hands)
/your body is a miracle -Your Body Is A Wonderland, John Mayer65. I walked in the sun (Wow!) / I walked in the sun (Wow!) / I walked in the sun (Wow!) / And didn't feel good - I Walked In Sunshine, Katrina and Waves66. If you want to be with me/Baby there is a price to be paid/ I am a genie in the bottle / You should rub me the right way -Genie in the Bottle, Christina
Aguilera67. If God is a DJ, life is a dance floor/Love is a rhythm, you are music / If God is a DJ, life is the dance floor / You get what you are given it all how you use it -God Is DJ, P!nk68. If this city / Is only / Then let me take the bite -Man nature, Michael Jackson69. I just want to be part of your symphony / Are you going to hold me tight and not let go? —Symphony, Clean
Bandit70. My heart is stereo / It beats for you, so listen close/Listen to my mind in every note -Stereo Hearts, Heroes71 Gym Class. I'm sunshine in your hair / I shadow on the ground/I whisper in the wind/I'm friends of your imagination -I've Got, LonestarFilmsFilms can add different angles to the concept of concept metaphor: since it is a visual medium, certain objects on the
screen will actually represent whatever the filmmaker means to represent. The same principle applies, of course - there is still a direct comparison made. It's just that we can see examples of metaphors with our own eyes right now. The film can make a clear comparison between the two elements on the screen:72. What a beautiful hibiscus we have this year. But look, this is the
late. I'll bet that when it blooms it will be the most beautiful of all. -from Mulan73. Love is an open door Can I say something crazy? will you marry me? Can I say something more crazy? Yes! —from Frozen Metaphors used in dialogue for characters to express themselves:74. You incarnate television, Diana. Indignant to suffering, insensitive to joy. —Network75. Living a climb. But
a great view. —Hannah Montana: Famous Film QuoteDid you know that Plato uses a metaphor to express her mind all the way back in 427 BC? Since then, some of our biggest minds continue to turn to metaphors when illusting ideas in front of the general public - a practice that becomes very prominent in pithy political speeches and witticisms. Here are a sample of some ways
that famous quotes have combined metaphorical examples in the past.76. All religions, arts and sciences are the same branch of trees. —Albert Einstein77. Good conscience is a constant Christmas. —Benjamin Franklin78. America has tossed its cap on the space wall. —John F. Kennedy79. I don't approve of political jokes; I've seen too many of them be chosen. —Jon
Stewart80. Conscience is a male compass. —Vincent Van Gogh81. At the depths of winter, I finally learned that in me there put the summer inevitably. —Albert Camus82. Time is a moving image forever. ―Plato83. Every human being is the subject of a school. This is a rather metaphorical way of saying it, to put it straight, the people you like are a little bit, and the people you
detest a lot. ―Michael Bassey Johnson84. Even if you're on track, you'll run if you just sit there. —Will Rogers85. Life is little more than a loan shark: it takes very high interest rates for some of the fun it confesses. —Luigi Pirandello86. America: in the face of our common dangers, in winter our hardships, let us remember these eternal words. With hope and kindness, let us dare
again the ice current, and survive what storms might come from. —Barack Obama87. Bolshevism is a ghost down from a pile of skulls. It's not policy; it is a disease. It's not a belief; it is a pest. -Winston Churchill88. Book soul mirror. —Virginia Woolf89. My life has a great actor, but I can't think of a plot. —Ashleigh Brilliant90. I feel like we're all in the Escape Room super shitty with
really clear leads like, 'vote' and 'believe women' and 'don't put the kids in the cage.' —Natasha Rothwell91. I travel the world, the world, I'm happy to say that America is still a great melting pot - maybe boiled lumps instead of a melting pot at this point, but you know what I mean. -Philip Glass92. Life is a long journey on a short journey. —James Lendall Basford93. So what's true?
Metaphorical mobile troops, metonymies, anthropomorphisms: in short a number of human contacts that become poetry and rhetoric are intensified, metamorphosed, decorated, and after long use seems to be a permanent, canonic and binding country. —Nietzsche94. Life is a foreign language: all men misunderstand. —Christopher Morley95. Dead are wild nights and new roads.
—Emily Dickinson96. And your meat will be a great poem. —Walt WhitmanAnd as a bonus gift, here's one of the last metaphors for the road, from one of our bright philosophers. We'll let Calvin have the last word: Calvin &amp;; Hobbes. Image: Bill WattersonDid we missed any of your favorite metaphors? Have more metaphorical examples for us? Leave them in the (nonmetaphorical) box below and we'll add them right in.
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